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In Ukraine, the problem of social consolidation, the current state of which does not allow for a meaningful forecasting of its future, is getting more urgent. Many publications propose recommendations for solving this problem through a permanent diagnosing of mechanisms for the formation and development of worldview resources. The world around a person is continuously and abruptly changing and requires developing scientifically based mechanisms for conscious adapting of a person to it. The aim of the article is generalizing the prerequisites for the creation of theoretical and methodological support for harmonizing the development of a worldview, social consolidation and science in Ukraine. Worldview creates for a person a general view of the outside world he/she is guided by when making important decisions and committing acts of social significance. Studying worldview allows determining what social patterns should be built in Ukraine, how to organize the constructive discussion of the way of solving the current problems by people with different worldviews; will help adapt the system of dialectical principles that are traditionally used by scientists in Ukraine to studying worldview. The article presents the definitions of the basic categories of the topic under study, the attention being focused on the dependence of the worldview orientations and the model of behavior of a person, first of all, on his/her financial standing. Solving complex tasks set by the internal development of our society and the international situation puts forward a pressing issue of forming a systematized scientific worldview. Tackling problems of worldview of a society can be facilitated by revision of the concepts of building its scientific and educational spheres. Worldview management should be oriented not towards standard functions and principles of management but towards the formation of conditions for enhancing internal conscious sources of people’s desire to carry out their unique ideas in practice. The processes of consolidation and solidarity are implemented both in society as a whole and its scientific sphere, in particular. They are manifested in their full in schools of thought.
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Introduction. After the disintegration of the USSR, Ukraine faced the task of tackling the issue of social consolidation, its people's rallying around new common values. These processes can help confront challenges associated with the life of the newly founded state and threats to it, solve the problems of harmonizing the joint existence of dissimilar but interconnected languages, cultures. The development of any organization and society as a whole is determined by the consciousness of an individual, his/her worldview. In Ukraine, the problem of worldview is becoming increasingly urgent due to the impossibility of a meaningful forecasting of the future without solving it.

Though the problem has been highlighted in a vast number of publications, it remains relevant today. It is due to the fact that the world is continuously changing and requires developing mechanisms for conscious adaptation of a person to it through developing his/her worldview. Ukraine is still facing the problem of deciding on what worldview values should be developed under current conditions. In this regard, it is appropriate to aim at developing and supporting the mechanisms of:

a) social solidarity; b) social consolidation; c) their harmonious combination.

Analysis of recent researches and publications. The source material for the article is taken from publications of a number of scientists, namely: V. Vernadsky [7], L. Zelenov, A. Vladimirov [12], V. Shreiber [26], and others. The paper considers and summarizes the ideas expressed in the works of A. Aseev [2], V. Volovich [8], A. Okara [19], who show concern with problems related to the practice of transformation of society caused by the lack of scientifically based objectives. To develop the methodological support for solving the problem, the publications of V. Andrushchenko [1], V. Zhihin [10] are used. Content of the problems of social consolidation and reproduction of society in the context of the increased complexity and risk-taking of the modern world, which are reflected in the materials of scientific seminars of conferences [14; 18; 20], is analyzed.

The aim of the article is generalizing the prerequisites for the creation of theoretical and methodological support for harmonizing the development of a worldview, social consolidation and science in Ukraine.
As for the relationship between science and worldview, works of modern researchers reflect both a generalization of this problem and recommendations for its solution. A. Zelenkov, Head of the Department of Philosophy and Methodology of Science at the Belarusian State University, warns of the danger of ignoring worldview problems by science in our time: “The transitional state of society usually causes a deep shock to conventional forms of life activities. It is experienced by the mass consciousness as the onset of social chaos, as the collapse of established connections and relationships and is accompanied by a sense of abandonment, hopelessness, anxiety and fear. This is the time of lost values and unacquired meaning” [11].

As the Nobel Peace Prize winner (1952) Albert Schweitzer once rightly noted, “...for society as well as for an individual, life without a worldview is a pathological alteration of a higher sense of orientation” [25]. The success of each state, nation is determined by factors among which worldview plays an important role. The history of mankind gives many examples when communities that are united by a worldview and whose activities are directed by the worldview itself are much more effective.

K. Zuev and Ye. Krotkov, considering the correlation and interaction of worldview, philosophy and science, note: “The need for worldview — comprehension of basically undefined unambiguously ultimate foundations of the existence of the World around us and the enduring meaning of our transient life in it — will never be gone” [13]. Worldview creates for a person a general idea of the world around him/her, which he/she is guided by when making vital decisions and taking any socially significant actions.

We should admit that A. Vatulin is right in saying: “The struggle for the future in the modern world is a struggle not only for gold and oil but, first of all — for people’s minds and ways to control them. And the main weapon here is not super-lasers on satellites but knowledge of the mechanisms of ideological processes and the ability to manage them. The state of affairs in this area should be of primary concern for us” [6].

The study of worldviews is of great practical importance for Ukraine. Firstly, it will help determine what social pattern is needed and can be built in the country. Secondly, it will allow creating techniques for discussing ways to solve pressing problems by people with different worldviews. Thirdly, it will contribute to the development of educational techniques for forming a personality (a socially responsible citizen). Moreover, it will help adapt the system of dialectical principles that are traditionally used by scientists in Ukraine to studying worldview.

Attempts to formulate a unified concept for studying worldview are being carried out, but their results cannot be considered successful so far. In 2018, the multi-authored monograph “Worldview paradigm in philosophy: the basic foundations of ontosystemology” was published [16]. Chapter 11 of the monograph is entitled “The matrix of the general theory of worldview” (L. Zelekov, A. Vladimirov). However, the matrix is not specified in it. In Chapter 15, “The paradigm and essence of a worldview”, the author (V. Petrov) presents many types of worldviews characterizing their paradigms but does not give his vision of the content and essence of the “paradigm” construct. Therefore, it is difficult to define situations in which the proposed paradigms will work.

In this regard, it is advisable to provide an interpretation of the central concepts of this article: worldview, consolidation, science.

In philosophical literature, worldview is considered as a system of principles, views, values, ideals and beliefs that determine people’s attitude to reality, general understanding of the world, life positions, and programs of their activities.

K. Zuev and Ye. Krotkov warn: “Today, humanity has already experienced the bitterness of worldview intolerance; racial, national, social egoism. It was confronted with the need to solve pressing environmental problems, prevent or overcome the consequences of natural disasters; came close to the clarification (philosophical understanding) of the coordinates of the single axiological space of the international community, principles of its global life identity, “code of humanity” [13].

In a multi-authored monograph (2010) dealing with the value orientations of institutionalizing economic development, Ukrainian scientists made the conclusion: “Philosophy, within the framework of which a general theory of worldview is developed, defines the concept of worldview as an ideal spiritual formation, which is a system of knowledge that allows a person to position him/herself in the outside world, orient him/herself in it as well as consciously evaluate, organize and carry out his/her own activities both individually and as part of a particular type of social aggregates” [24]. O. Bratuta, one of the authors of this monograph, focuses on the problem of the methodological crisis of economic theory and the prospects for overcoming it through studying processes of worldview formation. Ultimately, the author concludes that the concept of worldview is not widely represented in the categorical apparatus of economic theory. Its use by scientists has a sporadic character, is due to stylistic needs and has no informative value. According to the author, the mentioned concept does not fit into the modern paradigm of economic theory and is too ambiguous for it [24]. Thus, there is a need to develop a worldview in the field of economic science and practice.

With consideration for this, attention should be paid to recommendations of Ye. Bolshakov and Ye. Fedotov, who believe that overcoming the cultural and civilizational crisis experienced by modern mankind requires a comprehensive optimization of efforts of the international scientific community in developing worldview theory and methods for creating a holistic worldview in young, middle and older generations of people [4]. One of the reasons for the crisis state of society is, according to the authors, a low level of worldview literacy and general scientific education.

Regarding the concept “consolidation”, it is advisable to pay attention to the materials of two scientific conferences organized by Irkutsk State University in 2014 and 2016. The complexity of working with the process of social consolidation is obvious, taking into account the complete duplication of the dimensions considered by the two conferences that were held with an interval of two years and brought together experts in human sciences.

The dimensions covered included:
1. Theoretical and methodological framework for studying social consolidation.
2. Social solidarity and social exclusion.
3. Symbolic resources for social consolidation of Russia.
4. Social stereotypes (ethnic, racial, class, gender) in the aspect of consolidation and disintegration.
5. Personal and social identifications as a resource for consolidation.
6. Social and communicative resources for social consolidation of Russia.
7. Factors related to foreign policy and prospects for consolidation among the members of modern Russian society.
8. Social meaning of activities as a factor influencing social consolidation.
9. Educational resources for social consolidation.
10. Social opposition and its role in social consolidation.
11. Intergenerational continuity and sociocultural unity of society.
13. Civilization resources for social consolidation of Russia.
14. Sociopsychological well-being of the population and the problem of social integration.
15. Ideological resources for consolidation among the members of modern Russian society.

And what is important – both conferences presented in the list of topics to be discussed the problem “Worldview of individual social groups in the integration aspect”.

The situation with the concept “solidarity”, which is used in studies of mechanisms for rallying various social communities, is not simpler than that with “consolidation”. Sometimes this phenomenon is idealized, represented as the only mechanism for harmonizing relationships among people. A. Gofman expresses a different opinion in his comments to the article of a famous scientist H. Baudrillard “Solidarity, when it is alone, leads right to tyranny”, published as early as 1854: “Modern history also fully confirms the fairly long-established truth that a single and indivisible solidarity can form the basis for various forms of despotism, suppression of personal and civil liberties... It should be emphasized once again: genuine solidarity cannot be directly derived from solidarity as a norm and duty. Forcing individuals to be in solidarity is as impossible as forcing them to be free. Therefore, the idea of solidarity in itself, not based on real mutual benefit, mutual interest, justice and individual freedom, is impossible, it has nothing to do with forced and imposed unity” [9].

Unfortunately, not all program documents concerning far-reaching social reforms in Ukraine have a section on diagnosing and transforming the worldview of the population. For example, in this regard, in the Preface of Ukraine 2030: the Doctrine of Sustainable Development (2017), the authors make an explanation: “The research team is aware of the fact that in making the first attempt to generate new worldview values and new approaches to solving the most urgent tasks of the Ukrainian State it is impossible to raise all questions and provide comprehensive answers to them” [22]. And, practically, this Doctrine does not contain program activities for diagnosing the current worldview and forming a new one.

As already noted, clarifying the interpretation of the concept “worldview” creates prerequisites for the formation of a mechanism of consolidation and solidarity among certain communities. V. Ilin and A. Mashentsev, in their textbook on philosophy, give the following definition: “A worldview includes the person’s understanding of the world, the place of the person in the world, the relationship between the person and the world, the sense of the person’s life (the purpose of his/her life). Since the person lives in society, his/her worldview includes awareness of his/her social interests, social ideals, life values” [15].

L. Yarmol performed a comparative analysis of 27 definitions of this concept and proposed her own interpretation: “A person’s worldview is a system of a number of components, "elements" of the person’s consciousness (ideas, knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, faith, etc.) that make up the spiritual practical formation and provide insight into the place the person occupies in the world, his/her attitude to the world and to him/herself [27].

The worldview of a person is closely connected with the internal mental processes of human conscience. The analysis of the main psychological approaches to its determination showed that a worldview is an activity on implementing external and internal social orientation. The internal way of orientation is the use of reflection for subordination of motives and activities; hierarchization of values, beliefs; formation of a personal meaning for assimilated social norms and values. The external way of orientation implies building a model of interaction with the outside world, with other people as well as choosing a behavior model. It is an alteration of the “higher sense of orientation” that can partly explain the complex of negative processes occurring in modern society: a decrease in the level of spiritual culture and its role in human life; the dominance of the philosophy of consumption; the instability in the moral attitudes of the young generation, their susceptibility to negative influences, loss of ideals and, as a result, the growth of drug addiction, alcoholism, aggression, crime, suicide.

In our time, the factor that influences the formation of a person’s worldview is his/her financial standing. A person’s ideological orientations and patterns of behavior change depending on the amount of material wealth he/she possesses.

To study worldview, one must have an idea of its types. Worldview studies use many of its classifications. For example, many scholars single out three types of worldview: everyday, religious and scientific one, each of which has its specific features.

The structure of the worldview self-determination of a person (as a process and result) includes the following components: need and goal focused, knowledge, cognitive, emotional-volitional, activity, reflection and value focused, and effectiveness. Some scholars associate a worldview with the work of a person in a certain social sphere and distinguish political, legal, managerial, economic worldview, etc.

Despite qualitative differences among the types of worldview, it can be argued that any of them seeks to answer three basic questions: what is the world in which a person lives and acts; what should he/she live for; how he/she ought to live.

Solving the complex tasks set by the internal development of our society and the international situation puts forward the pressing issue of forming a systematized scientific worldview. However, it is necessary to take into account that this worldview should not be strictly distanced from the non-scientific and religious ones. V. Vernadsky warned: “Some parts of even the modern scientific worldview were not achieved due to scientific search or scientific thought — they entered science from outside: from religious ideas, from philosophy, from public life, from art. But they stayed in it only because they stood the test of the scientific method” [7].

From the point of view of B. Stepin, the scientific worldview as well as the ideals and normative structures of science, in the period of their formation and subsequent transformation, require a peculiar connection with the prevailing worldview of a particular historical era, with the values of its culture [21]. The researcher believes that scientific outlooks can acquire a general cultural, worldview sense only if they are visualized, which ensures their understanding not only by specialists in this field of knowledge but also by researchers specializing in other sciences and even educated people who are not directly involved in scientific activity.
In itself, the scientific worldview cannot be stable in terms of content and structure. It has been constantly evolving. As already noted, Ukrainian scientists pay particular attention to the economic worldview. For modern economic knowledge, it is necessary to understand that the orientation to insatiable consumption leads the world along a deadly path. And the expectations of some researchers of new social patterns for a “market signal” about the need to abandon this orientation appear to be false.

According to prominent Western scholars, the purpose of markets is to be effective, not sufficient; profit-seeking, not fair. Markets have never set themselves the goal of achieving solidarity or integrity, beauty or justice, sustainability or spirituality. They are not intended for this... Markets, if allowed to work normally, achieve their goals very well, but these goals are far from the general purpose of a person. To achieve the highest goal, mechanisms of politics, culture, religion are used. And, if someone admits the idea that these greatest achievements of the human spirit can be replaced by economic theories, we are at risk of trampling on our souls [5].

The analysis of the literature sources [5; 7; 8; 23; 24 and others] has allowed to define:
• the concept of theoretical economic worldview as a system of scientifically based subjective social ideas of implementing sound economic activity;
• the concept of practical economic worldview as an empirically determined set of subjective social ideas of implementing economic activity based on traditional principles;
• the concept of scientific economic worldview as an ordered in a certain way set of subjective social ideas of implementing economic activity.

It is of no doubt that both a practicing economist and a scientist should have the ability to make philosophical worldview generalizations about the current relationship between nature and society, the need to preserve humanity, its transfer to a new model of civilizational development. But for an economist, a deep understanding of human survival is especially important. Indeed, the uncontrolled growth of industrial production is the first fundamental factor in the destruction of the biosphere due to a rapid increase in the consumption of energy and clean fresh water, a decrease in the area of forest plantations, as well as an increase in the amount of harmful waste.

Mastering the scientific economic worldview, according to V. Volovich, will allow studying objective economic reality with all its contradictions. “To a certain extent, the scientific economic worldview is called upon to cognize (reflect) objective economic laws. On the other hand, the scientific economic worldview can be used in forming the economic policy of a particular state. There is a peculiar pluralism of economic outlooks and doctrines at any stage in the development of human society. The latter goes to prove that no school of economic thought historically disappears without a trace” [8].

In studying worldview special attention should be paid to factors contributing to its change. These include qualitative changes in people’s lives (revolutions, reforms, wars, etc.); changes in family relationships; significant changes in the immediate social environment (friends, colleagues, managers); changes in the quality of a person’s life; the content of social institutions aimed at ensuring progressive trends in changes in the worldview of members of society. The economic worldviews of a Ukrainian are influenced by the following factors: transformation of Ukrainian society; globalization and formation of a new world order; growth in the level of worldview freedom and spiritual quest of an individual.

In managing the formation of a worldview, it is necessary, first of all, to make its implicit contradictions explicit, to present their boundaries and put a person who needs to change his/her worldview in a situation where he/she needs to make a choice. Here, in order for a person to make a worldview choice corresponding to reality, it is important to present arguments both against other worldviews (so that the person could understand their limitations) and in support of a progressive worldview concept.

It makes sense to use positive trends in the evolution of management to develop a paradigm for controlling the development of a person’s worldview. The fundamental principle of this paradigm is that in relation to the worldview management should not be considered as the art of controlling people but as the art of creating unique conditions for a more efficient use of internal conscious sources to implement creative ideas of individuals who demonstrate high intellectual activity and have specific knowledge.

Solving the problems of the worldview of society can be facilitated by updating the concepts of the educational sphere. On this occasion, S. Beketova and the co-authors note: “The difficult socio-economic situation has caused searching for new worldviews for the young generation and determined the main goal of education – teaching a person to treat the outside world from the standpoint of modern science, clearly define his/her attitude to reality, understand the meaning of what is happening, form the ability for independent judgment. Worldview knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, evaluative skills formed in the educational process are interpreted, processed and converted into values that determine the position of students in relation to the surrounding reality” [3]. A person with naive, unenlightened consciousness does not have sufficient means for a clear, consistent, rational justification of his/her views, often turning to fantastic fiction, crafts, and customs.

Our worldview largely depends on the most important component of education – upbringing. The fact is that until now the result of education is considered to be knowledge. But, unfortunately, our knowledge is mainly aimed at finding ways to use resources to meet human needs and not at all for the joint harmonious development of the human community. Overcoming these discrepancies in the process of developing the sphere of upbringing and education will solve many problems of the formation of a humanistic worldview and, on this basis, the productive social consolidation. S. Myakinnikov gives the following explanation of this process: “Worldview knowledge allows producing special forms of spiritual exploration of reality and an individual’s perceiving him/herself as an existing and cognizing one. It turns out to be a support for identifying the value of the cognized objects of reality and activities as well as for determining his/her own place and the role of the latter in society and nature... On the one hand, the worldview directs a person perceiving life values to cognition and practical mastering of the phenomena of the world; on the other hand, it itself is a value for its bearer and, possibly, other individuals, which is acquired in the course of socialization of the person” [17].

Resources should be directed at both practical and theoretical knowledge. It is knowledge that has acquired the role of the main production resource determining social life over the past century. As a consequence, education became an essential social value; the principles of meritocracy were formed; a new class, which can be called the “class of knowledge producers” or the “class of intellectuals”, emerged.
The processes of consolidation and solidarity are being implemented in the scientific sphere of society as well. They are clearly manifested in schools of thought. These are small informal creative groups that formulate, assume and promote relevant paradigms. The most talented scientists belong either simultaneously or sequentially to several groups of this type. A school of thought implements the following functions: producing scientific knowledge; disseminating knowledge; training qualified scientists. It is generally accepted that the life cycle of a scientific school comprises three generations: the founder of the school; his/her followers; disciples of the followers.

The leader of a school of thought has a degree of Doctor of Sciences (Professor). The school should have three doctors of sciences in one specialty. It differs from the usual scientific team in a number of ways:
1) the research topics of a scientific school are more uniform than those of a laboratory or department;
2) a school of thought formally divides scientists into idea men, critics, erudites, etc.;
3) in a school of thought, the leader of the younger generation is a representative of this school.

Changes in the worldview should be associated with the humanization of man and humanity. Presently, national ideologies and strategies for the successful development of society are built on this worldview foundation.

Conclusions. In general, the following conclusions can be drawn from the above materials. Life activities of the members of a society and the degree of their consolidation depend on their world outlook. In Ukraine, mechanisms for a deliberate streamlining of socio-economic processes, diagnosing of reserves for the development of worldview do not yet work. The study of this concept will allow organizing a dialogue between people with different worldviews and, on this basis, specifying a constructive social pattern. Solving complex tasks set by the internal development of our society and the international situation is possible due to the formation of a systematic scientific worldview. To provide a solution to the problems of the worldview of society, it is necessary to update the concepts of the educational sphere. Technologies and programs for the development of knowledge are concentrating more on finding effective ways to use resources for meeting human needs, less on improving relationships, the joint harmonious development of the human community. Overcoming these discrepancies in the process of developing the sphere of upbringing and education will solve many problems related to the formation of a humanistic worldview and, on this basis, the productive social consolidation. In managing a worldview, it is necessary to focus on enhancing internal conscious sources of people’s desire to carry out their own unique ideas in practice. The processes of consolidation and solidarity are implemented both in society and in the scientific sphere of society. They are clearly manifested in schools of thought that implement the following functions: producing scientific knowledge; disseminating knowledge; training qualified scientists.
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